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Professor selected as
Danforth Associate
Central Washington University
Sociology Professor Charles
McGehee has been sele::ted for a
six-year appointment as a Danforth Associate, a prestigious
higher education post with a national educational and philanthropic organization.
The Danforth Foundation, fonned in 1927, is dedicated . to the
recognition and encouragement of
effective undergraduate college
teaching.
Associates named to the foundation may. attend regular regional
and area conferences, and are
eligible to apply for Danforth
Foundation grants for research or
teaching projects.
McGehee's wife Gisela also was
named an associate of the Foundation, under the unique program
which includes spouses of those
educators honored:~~\!>:·

You get a line and I'll get a pole .... Opening day, the prime day of the year to a dyed-in-the.wool fisherman,
dawned wet and cloudy, but did little to dampen this fisherman's hopes. J'he well-stocked lakes yielded their
spawn to the creels of the casters. (Photo by George May)
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While an unusually low
fishermen turnout was recorded
for many Western Washington
lakes on last Sunday's general
fishing season opener, the opposite
seemed to be the rule for the
Ellensburg-area lakes and ponds.
Fiorito Lake, located southeast
of Ellensburg,received the
greatest share of fishing pressure.
There appeared to be several bundred campers, trailers, and other
vehicles packed into the mile-long
shores of the lake. A random
Department of Game check of 513
fishermen at the lake revealed that
they had creeled 1292 rainbow
trout, resulting in a disappointing
catch average of only 2.5 fish pper
rod. Most of the fish were from 8-11
inches, but a few holdovers to 14 inches were taken.

Weather
Increasing chance
of rain through the
weekend
Daytime 60's
Nightime 40's
Snow-level drop to
5000 feet on Thursday
Pass Temps 40's

)

(Note: after untangling crossed tions and floating cheese baits, are
fishing lines for two and one-hall very effective, and are most often
hours, and managing to catch only used in conjuction with a slipthree unexceptional trout in that sinker and snap-swivel combinatime, this writer extricated tion that allows the bait to float
himseli from the angling throng at about 18 inches off the bottom of
Fiorito Lake and found more the lake. WornlS, either floated off
elbowroom, though no better the bottom · by marshmallow or
fishing at Matoon Lake.)
suspended several feet below a
Matoon Lake, located between . bobber, a~o make effective baits.
I-5 and Damman Road cear According to Rabanal, trout
Schaake packing Co., was reported fishing in the ponds and - lakes .
to have yielded about 2.4 trout per around Ellensburg should be good
angler. A Department of Game of- for a few more weeks, with
ficial stated that a few limits of streams, such as Wilson Creek,
eight fish were taken, but usually picking up some of the slack after
only by fishermen who had tallied the _ spring run-off is complete,
many hours in pursuit of their- after about June 1. The Yakima
trout.
River, still rated among the best
No figures were available,. but trout streams in the state, -will only
reports by indididuals suggested sporadically be fishable before ir-that the fishing at Denmark Pond ~igation season ends and the water
was more productive and a little clears, in early September. Exless crowded than most other cellent fishing is then available to
Ellensburg-area waters. Larry both the fly disherman and the
Rabanal, owner of Wille Strange grasshopper fisherman, with trout
Sporting Goods, said that he and of two or three pounds not uncomhis two small daughters took limits mon.
of pan-sized trout from Denmark
Pond in about an hour of fishing.
Denmark Pond· is located on Denmark Road, southeast of the road's
intersection with the old Vantage
Highway.
Rabanal, a fishing enthusiast, indicated that several types of
fishing lures are taking trout from
local ponds and lakes, including
flies, ·spoon flie,s, and spoons, but
most fish are being taken with bait.
Floating baits such as ·salmonegg and marshmallow combina-
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McGehee, who joined the CWU
faculty in 1969, earned his Ph.D. in
social psychology at the University
of Nevada, Reno in 1974.
Active locally as chairman of the
Juvenile Court Community Accountability Board and consultant
to the statewide Parents
Anonymous
organization,
McGehee has been researching
child abuse the past five years.
Last month . McGeh~e was
awarded a grant from the German
Academic Exchange Service in
Bonn to conduct a six-week study
of child abuse in the Federal
Republic of Germany, next summer from June 15 until August 3.
McGehee was also recently
elected by his faculty colleagues to
chair the sociology department,
beginning fall quarter 1980, for the
next four years.
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Theoncevacani'WUdcatShopis · problem. Staneff mdicated he
now the new Computer Center.
feared making the move. during
The recent move and remodeling spring break because if it took
on the old Wildcat Shop was longer than expected, the comdesigned to handle . the · special puters wouldn't be available for
needs of the computers.
registration. However, there were
The east entrance has been clos- no problems and all computers
ed to provide more office space were working after being down onand a carefully ventilated room . ly four days.
was built in the center - of the · Staneff said the WDdcat Shop
building to house the delicate com- will be renamed the Computer Serputers.
vices Building.
Computer Services are used for
administrative purpo.ses; they
handle · the registration process
and storage of academic records.
This is different from the computer
· Perpignan, France (AP)
science facilities w:uch are .used • A 12-year-old English girl who
forresearchandacademicstudies. can't stop sneezing and now holds
Computer 8ervices had been the world record has come to the
housed upstairs !n McConnell French Pyrenees in the hope that
Auditorium, but with the remodel- · pure, dry air will cure her.
ing in that building going on, they
Tricia has been sneezing almost
were searching for MW quarters. every 15 seconds for six months.
During the remode, ing, the floor She has eclipsed by more than ·a
in McConnell started r<...~ling like an month the previous sneezing
ocean, accarding to Jolu. Staneff, record of 155 straight days in the
Associate Director for Co.nputer Guinness Book of Records.
Services. Staneff added th&t with
the dust and jackhaminers, it was, (
"making lt difficult to work."
Staneff SC3id the move was g ·1 ing
smoothly, saying it was "like i. iying the little clrld's game with he
Kaleidoscope Page 10/11
missing squar1~we're shuffl'i.1g
everything around-but we'll g<:t
Page5
Commentary
there."
Storage is the main problem a~
Pagel2
Student death
the new facilities aren't as
Pages
Mede;.
spacious as those .in McConnell.
However, Staneff said that by II'!ovPage4/9
Sp0rts
ing things around a little more
carefully, they actually have more
Page4
Mrs.Timms
storage space. He added? "We're
more Spartan in how we use it.''
The move had to be ·carefully
planned so the disruption of services wouldn't cause too great a
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gin satisfy
the Mountain goddess?

~tQlt.~~~~~...e;.,q,...~·~·~~~~~

Modem-day Aztecs - In an age of fast-foods and electronic football games, some still believe in appeasing gods

with sacrifices. Whatever their motives, these warriors will assault the slopes of Mt. St. Helens to do their part.
From left and standing Guthmiller, Thompson, Johnson, Fridlund and King. Not pictured: Green and
McElfresh.(Photo by George May)
·
·

Swing Into ·
SpringNew Hair Style
New Cut
New Make-up

We have the
latest REDKIN
make-up
summer colors

Get your tickets for the barbecue at

Stuart Anderson's
Black Angus Ranch
May 24th
Sponsored by the

Wilfred Baker Guild ·

.Band Box Beauty Salon
925-2177

708

East 8th

,

by Buffy Crowe

In the tradition of Hollywood, the
obvious answer to the recently active Mount St. Helens would be to
have a sacrificial virgin fling
tierself willingly into the crater to
satisfy the Volcano God causing
him to mellow out.
Thus far, however, no such
ladies have stepped forth to
volunteer their services for the
goodness of mankind. But not to
worry, there is another reliable option that has been used in Hawaii in
the past.
In Hawaii a blessed bottle of gin
is thrown into the crater. This
seems tO have the same effect as

Pioneer Truck Stopper Sale!
All Pioneer ..
Super Saver System

~

~
-...
~

-SX 580 Stereo Receiver
-PL 200 Direct Drive Turntable
-Project 80 Loudspeakers
-Audio Equipment ·Rack

~

rl'J

~ .

List Price '707° 0

the sacrificial virgin. So recently a the preparation, the trek, and
blessed bottle of gin from Hawaii ultimately the throw - also for
(blessed in Hawaii, the location of historic purposes.
-Mary Fridlund is the official
distilling is yet a secret) has been
flown over and handed over to bearer of the blessed bottle during
the trip.
Mayor Jim Justin of Vancouv~r.
Now comes the question as to
-Norman Guthmiller will act as ,'
who will volunteeer risking life and the Gin Taster - to·make sure it is
limb to make the trek up the moun- up to volcanic standards.
tain to throw the bottle into the Guthmiller also discloses that just
crater?- LaRoy King · may have in case this particular volcano isn't
answered this question. King, a into gin he is ·also bring a number
student at Central, recently talked of other beverages including
with Mayor Justin's office and Rainier and carrot juice.
-Bara Thompson is the ·official
volunteered his services to carry
out the deed.
"Eruption Warning Person" who,
King, now in extensive training, should the mountain start to erupt
says that Mayor Justin is expected will shout," Oh @*+§this sucker'.s
to make his decision within the gonna blow!"
next week or so. When asked why
-and Kathy McElfresh tops off
he volunteered, King replied,''Well the crew off as Costume Mistress.
someone has to d,o it and evidently McElfresh, . currently working on
I'm the only one stu... uh brave the costumes, reveals that King
enough to do it."
will be dressed in a ldtn cloth, a
King has no prior experience in blanket, and high top Keds. The
this sort of activity but stated,"I . bottle will be outfitted in flowing
don't think that will become a big 1 white chiffon.
factor, and the word from the
(King and crew currently can be
mayor's office is that prior ex- seen in. training down at Adeline's
perience is not required.''
after 5 p.m.)
King's plans on making the trip
An optimistic King claims, "H
as soon as he gets the okay - and this trip proves to be successful the
the gin. But King does not expect to crew is talking of a trip next to the
make the trip by himself. He has Himmmmmmalayas.
·
recently appointed a crew to travel
with with him (the crew thus-far
also has not been approved by
· Mayor Justin.) The following Central Theater people are currently
on King's crew.
-Felice Green will bring a
cassette tape recorder and tape the
event so an accurate history can be
recorded. .
\
-Jan I. Johnson will photograph
·1.
I

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

Stereo craft
Sale Price

'499

•''l!l

April 24-26
95
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tii.!(nbow
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Rainbow Trail

********************************
Wednesday special ·on pitchers

Save Over '50° 0 :
Pioneer Sx 680 Receiver
Regular·
Sale

'300°.0

925 5539

9-10 PM 65c 10-11 PM 75c
11-12 AM 'l 00 12-1 AM . 'l 5°_

**********~******************

'245° 0

Sunday, April 27 on tour

'The 6 member

band has played original rock 'n' roll & , country music all

Save Over 30 %
on Pioneer's Project 120
10° 3-way Loudsveakers
Regular 8 l45° 0 ea.
Sale , 99 9sea.

over the northwest & Canada * * * * Playing mostly original
music .the group uses guitars, harmonica, banjo. electric
violin, saxoph.one, mandolin, bass and drums

t8 : 00 - 1 : 00 )

6 till midnight

®PIONEER
STORE HOURS
10:30-5:30
Closed: Sunday

pitchers
' $100

April 24, 19s0
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Central students. study abroad
At one time or another many
students have considered throwing
in the towel and taking a holiday.
For most however, simply taking
off to an exotic locale is not feasible. Well, Central Washington
University might have the answer.
Last year ninety-one students participated in CWU's study abroad
program. These students were
able to attend school in Europe or
Mexico and still receive college
credits. As Dr. Dieter Romboy,
director of the Office of International Programs, put it, "It's just
an extension of our off-campus programs like we have at Highline and
others-only this happens to be way
off campus! "
The cost of these programs runs
from about $1525 to $1725 a quarter
depending on the site. Included in
this cost for those sites in Europe
are: resident and widergraduate
tuition at the enrolling school, lodging and two meals a day, expenses
for lodging, meals, transportation
and admissions for program activities and excursions, medical insurance, a hostel pass, international student identity card, on-site
orientation and local transportation passes in Koln and London. It

does not include spending mont:y, arid environment of where they
travel to and from Europe. The will be studying.
Mexico program is slightly dif~ The types of classes offered by
ferent but it too, includes medical these programs usually encominsurance, housing, some educa- pass the language, the history of
tional excursions, a tourist card, the country, the customs and
student I.D., and many more.
culture, the literature native to
Transportation, textbooks and a that country and others. Most
small materials fee for cooking or classes are taught in English. The
art classes, etc. are not included ones that aren't are clearly markeither.
ed and give a recommendation as
The programs available for next to the amount of language needed
year include: Koln; Germany; to take it.
Avignon,France; London, England
Some helpful hints provided by
and Morelia, Mexico. Student the orientation and Dr. Romboy
selection is based on scholarship, are:
motivation, maturity, and emo- *Bring at least $10 a day spending
tional stability and adaptability. money
They must have completed thirty · *Be considerate of your family and
credit hours of college and be in their customs
good -standing. It is also advan*Don't violate local laws-you are
tageous to have as much subject to the laws of the country.
knowledge of the language and the If you break them there is nothing
country as possible. Application the school or the consulate can do
except see if you are being treated
dates for next Fall can be accepted
all right.
no later than May 1,1980. For more
*For women who go to
information contact the Office of
Mexico-don't look a male Mexican
International Programs,963-3612.
straight in the eye. ·It is considered
Prospective candidates (or the protoo forward for a woman (whether
gram are interviewed by Dr. Romor not you do is up to you!).
boy and if accepted, are given
*If you are involved in another prospecial orientation classes to help
familiarize them with the customs ~ gram besides Central's, by all

New director of admissions
Bruce Bradberry will be
Central's new director of admissions, according to an announcement recently by Academic Vice
President Edward Harrington.
Bradberry is to arrive in June,
and start "and agressive outreach
program,'' according to Dr. James
Pappas, Dean of Admissions and
Records.
The new admissions director has

"'·

been Admissions and Records Officer at Indian Valley Colleges in
Novato, California, for the past
three years. He served as
Associate Dean of Admissions and
later, Director of Student Records
at Pepperdine University in
Malibu, California, where he worked from 1972 to 1977.
A doctoral ·candidate at the

University of California, Los
Angeles, Bradberry has done student recruiting in Washington and
"knows our area well," according
to Pappas.
"Bradbery will work with us to
transform Central's student
records system to a thoroughly
computerized student data base."
Pappas said.

Koln (Cologne) is the fourth
largest city in West Germany. It is
located on the Rhine River, 25
miles south of Dusseldorf. It is both
an important cultural center as
well as a vital industrial and comMorella is located in what is mercial center.
This historic city boasts many
sometimes referred to as the
· "Mexican Alps." It is 6300 feet fine cathedrals as well as an opera
above sea level and experiences a house and a state theater.
Avignon is a city in southeastern
combination of mountain and subtropical weather. Very little rain France which is magnificently
falls between November and May situated on the left bank of the
but it is a regular afternoon occur- Rhone River, 40 miles from the
rence during the sununer.
Mediterranean Sea. Because of its
Morella also offers swimming, historical past, its architectural
tennis, golf, shopping in markets monuments and its superb locaand access to nearby craft tion, Avignon is also a major
tourist center.
villages.
means go to the Office of International Programs and they Will
check to see if it is a reputable firm
and not a rip-off.

St. Helens ash
found here
The Forest Service has begun
periodic monitoring of water quality in mountain streams within
Yakima County.
A Forest watershed specialist,
Granville Rhodus, saii "We do not
expect any significant dfeci on the
. quality of water coming from the
forest unless there is a major increase in the amount of ash being
put out by the volcano." The
Forest Service is concerned about
the slightly sulphurous ash getting
into the watershed system.
So far, the winds have carried
only small quantities of ash across
portions of southwest Washington
and into Oregon, and north as far
as Tacoma, but no significant effects have been detected in water
quality in those areas.

. Rhodus noted, however, that
during the swnmer months, the
wind direction changes, coming
from the west and southwest, "so it
would not suprise us to see some
ashfall in eastern Washington if
the eruption continue." He noted
that it is about 52 air miles from St.
Helens to White Pass; which is in
the Wenatchee forest's T1~ton
Ranger District.
_Water samples from that area
are being tested for acidity and
sulphur content, according to
Rhodus.
These readings will be compared
to samples taken over· the past
several years on a regular basis,
and the results announced.

ARM FRESH ·M IL
Grade A

1h Gallon 79c
..

Winegar's

DRIVE IN

419 w. 15th-925-1821
Located Just 8 Blocks West
·of Nicholson Pavilion ·
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Editorial
Give 'em hell
Mrs.Timms!

College
Rodeo .

I

The trouble with government--at least our executive-judiciallegislative, two-party, bureaucratic government is that it has no patience
or tolerance with the individual. If the individual's wishes and wants hOppen to be the same as that program which is being ushered through goverment hallways and martini lunches, or is current with whatever porkbarrel whatever Senator I Representitive I President I Lobbyist I Special
interest-groups/wheeler-dealer is trying to fill, then no sweat--the individual will be satisfied.
But, do not let the individual's wishes run counter to the gov._ernment-for there is where the individual loses. The case in point is that of Mrs.
Timms, who traveled to Teheran to plead for the release of her son, Kevin
Hermening. She stated she would "get down on her knees" before the
Ayatollah and beg for her son's release, if necessary. A simple and
straight-forward act of mother-hood, more applauded by Americans than
all the Hodding Carter statements since day 1.
The sheer courage of that mother. The absolute determination to try
everything possible to free her son. Has as much been done by anyone in
Washington? Oh yes--a party of four from the U.N. were almost tossed
out of Iran trying to negotiate a retll[n. But has anyone in Washington
tr ied to do as much as that boy's mother is doing?
Aoc what did the Washington government sages say? They said, "this
is what we were afraid would happen," which paraphrased means
--"what is this individual doing speaking for the United States? Individuals know nothing of the workings of government--she will only
queer the deal and make it difficult for our image to continue."
Let's set the record straight. The U.S. knows what it has done in Iran .
. It knows why the Iranians are fed-up with us. This country knew from the
outset how the entry of the Snah into the U.S. would be taken by the peo. pie of Iran. The Iranians have us by the proverbials--and who can blame
them for hanging on? If apologies of international flavor are needed, then
let's give them apologies. Let's confess our sins against the Iranian
economy and against the personal freedom of so many Iranians who fell
before the Sovak. We have really done wrong--so why not admit it?
But let's get bock to that hostage-son's mother. I cheer you, _Mrs.
Timms. Your courage and reach so far exceeds the State Department that
you should be decorated. And give no ear to those phonies in Washington
who say you will spoil the American image. Going to Teheran to beg for
your son's r~lease is one of your basic, American freedoms. It is
guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States of America. Hail
motherhood. Bureaucracy is a cold-stab in the posterior.

cwu
student and
rodeo clown
Joe Sanford moves
in to distract
an enraged bull from a
fallen Treasure Valley
Community College cowboy, during
last weekend's college rodeo sponsored
by the CWU rodeo club.
photo by Andy Foster

Batter up - Mike Johansen takes his first swing of the season as intramural softball swung into action. Hundreds of students of both sexes
donned sneakers and shorts in one of the better turnouts in Central
history.(Photo by George May)

Student ponders college prohleins

Central campus are described as Paradise," on volume 9) • .
substantially better than other
It has become somewhat of a Washington college's· fooq serPutting the array of sarcastic
contest among campus residents to vices, and indeed, even some bran- re!IU!rks aside, part of an educasee who can come up with the best ches of our armed forces don't en- tion is the process of attaining an
bv Meagan Sullivan
criticism concerning dorm life. joy the quality of food we do here at appreciation of those things
While some of them are no doubt Central.
The Intramt,ral SportS Program
foreign to us. By way of this ap· valid, many are purely the ~esult
<designed tn promote the conwas
preciation we develop understanof being caught in a overly critical
Among the benefits of on- ding an empathy and we are cert of an athletic ideal. "it is the
atmosphere.
campus life are such things as not therefore better able to deal with quest for excellence and ~. Iercise
One of the primary complaints of having to deal with monthly bills, life's little problems. During the of one's power for the sheer jo~·' vf
on-campus students is the quality (heat, telephone, cable tv) free course of a lifetime we are destin- accepting a challeng.:;.. , reads one
of food received from the dining laundry facilities, (provided you ed to be involved in such a wide section of the Intrari1ural Sports
halls. There are those occasions hire an armed guard to watch over spectrum of problems and policy and procedur£~ booklet.
Intramurals have 'come a long
your clothing), a 24-hour a day challenges that it is without doubt
~-vhen, without the aid of the reader
boards, one woUldn't be able to- security service, ("0.K. guys, the that we will all look back on this way since the early 70's, still
ident!.fy the substance on one's party's over."), and a cooperative time in our lives and long for the sometimes we f\nd the "joy" of inplate. Clearly this line of argument social climate, (with the return of problems as simplistic in tramurals sitting on the bench,
is concerned with cosmetics and understanding that you like Jimmy nature as those that confront us overcome by an U11Jportsman-like
-attitude. Bill Parker, intramural
not quality. Food services nn the Buffet's "Cheeseburger in now .
by Shane Kenison

.----------------------------

Big John.' s
Specializing in the
Big John Burger
"A Meal in Itself"

Va riety of shake flavors!

925-5900
We Deliver!
HOURS:

Sun. - Thurs. ll a.m. - 12 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m. - I p.m.

908 EAST 10th - ELLENSBURG

ANNOUNclNG·;
Re-Cycle~s

·

Spring Schtdule

Sunday-Mmday
Closed
Tuesdly
thru Friday
12 to6
:i
Satunlay
..: t10 to 5
Re-Cycl~
~ Ellensburg's
Bicycle Shop
.:
.................................
,

.=

.

more of an enjoyment activity"
rather than an undisciplined group
of co-eds lunging into each other.
To promote such· an activity,
team coaches are encouraged to
review and clarify the policies and
procedures . to their team
members. Understanding the rules
can not change poor attitudes, but
it can help prevent any unnecessary disputes during game
time.
The Intramural Department is
.looking forward to an exciting softball season with plenty of good
competition. Participation is up
this season, now as coaches and
players we must concentrate on
our attitudes.

•
Advance notice
by Nancy Johnson
Intramural fans, follow the
results of all intramural softball
games every week here in the
CRIER. Besides game results,
there will be ~ dvanced weekly
schedules printed for upcoming
games.
U you want to know about it
sooner, tune in to KCAT 91 F.M.,
the campus radio station. During

the morning and afternoon pr&grams, game schedules for the day
will be announced, Monday
throu!;h T'n:.ll"sday. Results will be
aired on the 7: IO news.
In case your radio or stereo isn't
connected to cable, to pick up
KCAT, turn on channel 10 on your

T.V.
Keep up on your favorite team. ·
Don't miss that important game
'cause you didn't know about it.

April 24~ i980
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Counterpoint
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~Will you-vote?

I
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by_ Ted

Anderson~

. A friend and I happened the other day to be discussing the upcoming .
Presidential elections when he remarked that he had decided not to vote
in November. His reasons were, I'm sure, similar to those many of us
~ght embrace-were we too looking for an avenue to justify such a decis1on.
"My single vote doesn't mean anything and couldn't change anything if
it did", he said.
.
What he was actually saying, as I see it, is that HE doesn't mean
anything and HE couldn't change anything if he did! And, sadly, the siinple fact that he uttered and believed this position makes him absolutely
·
correct. He doesn't mean anything and couldn't change anything.
I however do and can.
Now, I'm not so self-centered as to think that my single vote will deCide
the outcome of the Presidential elections or change the course of history.
But I do realize that the inspiration which .leads me to vote in a particular
way may possibly be shared by millions of other Americans. And
together we carry a lot of weight!
I may go to the polls knowing full-well that the man I cast my ballot for
hasn't a chance of being elected. Or has he? Is it so impossible to imagine
that 100 million Americans beside myself have come to the conclusionthrough the same inspiration which iinpressed me-that something drastic
is in order? And is it also impossible to imagine that those 100 million
Americans will do exactly as I will on election day? Is it beyond reason to
believe that a massive, spontaneous eruption of American gut reaction
could take place on that day? Anyone who recalls the mistaken banner
headlines proclaiming Dewey the winner in an election some years back
should begin to wonder. The man, according to all the polls, couldn't lose.
But he did! The American people changed their minds! But if all those
who believed that Trwnan didn't have a chance would have stayed home
that day we wouldn't have received the wisdom of a fine statesman!
And that, my friends is the power of a democratic ballot. That is also
the reason it is necessary to vote and hav_e even_the craziest of ideas
counted.
Your vote .doesn't count, ~Y vote doesn't count but OUR vote could
change the course of an election!· '

~

.

'

.

§
§

Letter

§
§

§

t

DearEditor:

§

In regards to Ted Armstrong's
strong desire to intervene
physically in Iran, I've taken the
liberty to book him on the April 29
§ · flight to Teheran. His itinerary is
§ as follows: leave Seattle at 6: l5 pm
on Pan Am flight 147-· .arrive in
London at 11:20 am,leave London

I
t
t

,

·

oniranAir232at1:30pmandland
in Teheran at 12 =25 am. The oneway economy fare is $914 and the
first class fare is $1734. I don't
think he'll have to worry much
about purchasing a round-trip
ticket. Bon voyage Cretin! Give
my regards to the In_uun.
Omar Rodriguez

.........- - - - . . -

,~\\AG f; 0 #,.

0

I
§

change it. No politician is going to
cut off the system that rewards his
supporters.
Let's vote where it counts-at the
state and local level-and start a
constitutional amendment · to
eliminate the electoral college. I
would like to elect my choice for
President, and not leave it up to
some old crony tied to the bandwagon.
Patricia Reed

Entertainment

A..

..'->· ~

TAC 0

v,
8
Excellent

pi:uas

·,

sandwiches,
f0od.

a !Mexican

Tlturs. at 7:00 PM
Greg Heathorne,
Acoustic Guitar
Vocals
Fri. & Sat. at 7:00 PM '*Amethyst

. ·~ ~ : - .

'~
.
• ~......~

:Galleon

·--...
§

§
§
§
~
~

~

l

'

§
§

Why should we vote for president
if the electoral college makes the
final decision?
.
Our votes elect only a certain
party group to the college, and
they in turn vote to decide who
becomes president. This negates
the "one person, one vote" concept. The only purpose of the college is to reward the party cronies.
Elected officials are not the ones to

-

f~~~~~~~~~~~-

· Mon-Thurs. 8:00a.m.·9:00p.m.

~

Fri.-Sat. 8:00a.m.-l0:30p.m.

........................................................~
/

Give a child
/
a hand. (
'

JEWELRY

J

To celebrate t ur 25ih
/ ,,!!'
;Anniversary, McDonald's is , ~
- ~. .~:~' _
having· a special day for ,..., ·- ....:.:~ ·
· 1 c h.ld
'some yery spec1a
1 ren • .' -- ~.. ._ - ..
1

1

/,~

./

.... . . .

•

..

"'

McHappy
Day
·sunday,
April 27
.,

Fine jew~lry is an investment as well as
a work of art. Depend on us for the
reliable quality you ·expect. Each of our
beautifully designed and crafted pieces
is carefully inspected and tested to meet
ihe most rigid standards.

Stop in, ·enjoy a
· ·. Big Ma?sandwlch and give a child a, ban~.

I

., YOV DON T •NOW

-

'J._\ t..4Ttl..ll1Jt

25~

.

,
I

I

)

248•2248 .

I

!

1li

.

from your Big Mac~goes to helping send
40 disadvantaged and handicapped kids ifrom
Ellensburg's Cooperative Community Day Camp
to Camp lllahee this summer.
i

.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~©~~~~»~~=!=~~
-~.
~~
::I'

. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . .
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of talent'

What is our Lot?

Music Dept. concert
Nine of Central's finest musicians will be featured in a concert
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Hertz Hall
Auditoriwn. According to Eric
Roth, the director for the program,
each of the nine will µerf orm a solo
from sach ·composers as Verdi,
Puccini, Mozart and other
masters.
One of the soloists is Holly
Bricker-Smith, an Ellensburg resident and wumer of the Ellensburg
Music Club's Herbert Bird
Scholarship. Bricker-Smith will be

0

playing a viola concerto.
Blaine Lewis, another local resident will have a bass-baritone
voice solo from Verdi's opera
''Erani." Other voice soloists are
soprano's Lisa Sutphen, Theresa
Browning, Jackie McLaughlan and
Monica MacDonald.
Instrwnent soloists are Paul
Gabrielson on double bass,
Marilyn Peifer -on piano and Steve
Park on french horn.
Roth said, "This concert is a
showcase of the talent in .the Music
Department."

He added, that "The concert has
always been a popular concert
because it features only student
soloists."
One of the problems .of a concert
with so ma'ly different composers,
Roth explained, is that one selection may call for an instrument .
that is not needed in any other
selection. As a ·result. Roth has to
juggle many different instruments
and musicians. Roth said that as
many as 60 students may be involved in this single production.

"The angels urged Lot, saying, 'Arise, toke your wife and your two
daughters who are here, lest you be consumed in the punishment of the
city.' But he lingered ... " Genesis 19: 15-16
It has been said that ·man can ·be defined by his insistence on a
believable belief, whatever his standards of believablity. Of allcreatures
visible and invisible, only in the family of man can we encounter a mind
actively questioning the willingness to believe any one particular thing.
To even utter the word "angel" in the presence of some people is either to
evoke images so fantastic or ludicrous as to place the subject beyond the
region of believabily or to imply that the utter is ignorant of reality. Yet
to be able to say that an angel is an unreal thing is to admit to the some
knowledge of what an angel is.

Perhaps· the important question is not whether we. beJ,ieve that an .
angel is or is not a real thing, but that we recognize an angel as ·a
messenger. The word "angel" is actually from the Greek word "angelos"
meaning "messenger." If there is a messenger then there will probably
be a message. When a story emphasizes the messenger to the extent of
pushing the mind to the frontiers of believability, the message itseU
takes on new dimensions and we are challenged to reaffirm or reorganize
that which is believed. What distingushes an angel in most cases from ·
·you and I bearing a message that dinner is ready, is that the nature of
th~ message itseU is changed by the extraordinary nature of the angel
Junior High, greatly contributed to
Who could not resist wondering about the dinner a little more than usual
the success of the activities.
·
Ms. Sharpe indicated that more _ if an angel said that it was ready?

Dance Week entertaining
Ellensburg dance enthusiasts
On W~esday night, April 16,
· were treated to a broad range of the.Bou Saada Dan~ Troupe perdance activities last week, in formed a concert of Middle
observance of National Dance' Eastern dance . . The A.S.C. and
Week. While CWU has been involv- Shama Nada worked together to
ed with National Dance Week for arrange for Bou Saada.
about three years, never before
Another concert, held Thursday
had such an extensive variety of night, April 17, featured a Senior
events been offered.
Recital of music and dance by
Lana Jo Sharpe, CWU dance in- CWU student Jeff Palmer. Palmer .
structor and director of the CWU was joined in the concert by the
perfonning dance group Orchesis, CWU jazz band, Orchesis, ~d 'the
said. in a recent interview that Na- Ellensburg Youth Ballet. Besi'aes
tional Dance Week activities in· ·ms dance performance, Palmer
itially were intended to include on- · also _played a trombone with the
ly a series of dance demonstrations jazz band, and sang in the program
at noon each day in the SUB, .anq a as well. Ms. Sharpe noted that
series of dance workshops. Ms. Jeff's blend of talents is very
Sharpe and senior Orchesis unusual and requires an enormous
member Patty Webb-who amount of dedication.
volunteered to help organize the
The success of National Dance
week of activities-found en· .Week in Ellensburg was made evithusiasm so great among the com- dent by very favorable community
munity dance groups contacted response to the well".'attended
that three evening concerts were dance activjties.
Ms. Sharpe
added to the itinerary.
credits financial support from ·
A community dance concert on · CWU, through a public service
Tuesday night, April 15, provided budget, with allowing the events to
dance fans with lively perfor- be well publicized throughout the
mances ·by Orchesis, the community. She added that exEllensburg Youth Ballet, the ceBent cooperation from the
Dance ·Collective, the :Polynesian Ellensburg Community Schools
Dance Studio, Shama Nada Belly program, which is directed by
Dance Troupe, and the' Interna- Mark Morrill, and also the help of
tional Folkdancers
teachers and students at Morgan

______

..............................

Hi\IR DESICNERS

PATTY
CHERYL
LORI

dance will be coming to Ellensburg
May 14·17 when the CWU Orchesis
Performing Dancers will hold their
annual spriilg concert in the
Threepenny Playhouse. · The
ensemble perfonns both jazz and
modem dance and ballet. Also to
be featured are guest appearances ·
by members of the Dance Collective and the Ellensburg Youth
Ballet.
For anyone interested in obtaining information on any of the
Ellensburg dance groups, upcom• ·
ing concerts, or dance ·workshops,
Ms. Sharpe produces a guarterly
newsletter which contairis this in·
fonnatio,n. To be added to . the
mailing list, call Ms. Sharpe at
963-1951.
'

One story from the Old Testament emphasizes not the extraordinary
of ,angels, but rather the message they bore. This story is the
story of Lot. Two angels came to Lot's door in the form of men. Lot ex·
tended hospitality to them against the evil designs of the rest of the
townsmen. Now. the message of the two strangers was one of total
destruction for Lot'$ city. Lot would have ahared his city's fate has he
failed to aid and heed the two men, even if he were unaware that the two
men were angels.
What is interesting about the story are the three· words "but he
lingered" that described Lot after the angels delivered their message.
The two angels had to grab Lot by the hand and toSiB him out of the city.
Was Lot hesitating because he was pondering the reality or unreality of
the·angels? Did·he think that the message was u~eal because the angels
themselves might be unreal? Lot's response may be less puzzling if we
consider the circumst.ances of his time and place.
According to the story Sodom was turned around morally t'hat on a
scale of one to ten, God rated it at a minus fifty. Lot was a man looking
for a believable belief. Nowhere in Sodom was there another man .that
could confirm the things that Lot believed. Even his son-in-law thought
that Lot was joking when he related the angels message. The angels were ,
the only -voices reaffirming his belief in what was right. What stopped
Lot on.thefence of indecision was the lack of confirmation of his beliefs
by the people around him. By lingering at a crucial moment Lot almost
lost his life.
Jn moments of decision, the bottom line is that we must truly .believe
what we believe, -Otherwise our hesitation may cost our life or the lives of
others. For example, as a nation we seem to be sitting on the fence of in·
decision regarding the_U.S. hostages in Tehran. On our moitey it says
. that we trust in God. If we·really do believe that, theri there should be no
doubt that we should be praying.
app~ance

TV- Sugges-

.... _...._.., .

•
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Panerio published
Robert Panerio, music, has
received notice of publication of
his composition, Bellicoso. The
work is scored for winds and percussion. It will be released this
spring through Southern Music·
Company. Panerio has also finish..:
ed two other works this year. They
are Sing Unto The Lord, a nwnber
written for voices with text based,

Rosyln Theater'
"Don't Miss .
This Great Cult Film . Shocker "

The Night of the ·
Living Dead
Date: Thur. April 24th 7&9 P.M.
0
Fri. _April 2~ Midnight $2.~
Presented 'by Rosyln Arts

on Psalm 95, and"Probe, a Symphony for . Winds in three
movements. Both compositions
will be premiered by Central
Washington University groups this
spring. Panerio also spent a week
at Centrwn recently, conducting a
workshop for the gifted high school
composer.

r

The ·R eal
Figaro
.
.

. Figaro, Figaro, Figaro-those
lyrics remind the ave.rage
American of comic scene& as
diverse as operatic bassos in satin
tights, Bugs Bunny cartoons or
lawn fertileer commercials.
The "real" Figaro, Mozart's .
comic opera "The Maniage of
Figaro" will be staged at Central
Washington University April 30
though May 3, under the direction
of · CWU Music Prof. Sidney
Nesselroad.
. N esselroad explained , that
Mozart's opera premiered in 1786,
· reflecting the humanistic
philosophy of the times. It was the

generation of the ·American and
French revolutions, and literature
was reflecting the emerging idea
that all people- not only the nobility - were noble in spirit, with inviolable dignity and rights.
Nesselroad, who produced "
Gianni Schicci" last year for firSt
opera production at Central, explained his choice of Mozart's
"Figaro" for-this years offering;
"The story is a funny. one, the
English · translation works well
musically and it requires a
sizeable cast, giving a large
number of students the experience
of operatic performance, he said.

Thursday,April 24
8:0.0 p.m. .;J{YVE- The MX
Debates:. Bill Moyers hosts this
special forwn on the MX mobile. missile system· the Air Force is
pJ.anning to build in the Southwest.
Friday
7:30 p.m. -Showtime-All the President's Men: The Oscar winning account of the Watergate scandal as
uncovered by reporters Woodward
and Bernstein.
11:00 · p.m. -KCTS- Austin City
Limits:' . Moe Bandy and .Joe
Stamply present their own version
of honkY·tonk music with Marty

""
,.

Robins.

Saturday
8:00 p.m. -KYVE- National
Geographic Special: "The
Super liners."
Engrossing
documentary about the super ships
of yesterday and today.
10:00 p.m. -CBS- . CBS News
Report: Gay Power, Gay Politics.
12:05- -Showtime- All You Wante<l
to Know About. Sex But Were
Afraid to Ask. Woody Allen's
classic spoof.
·"'
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Central Swingers

Singers aren't· Swingers

Central.Singers -

· kindness it took to Slowly put them end to the energy this group puts pomp and talented group of short of a visual exprience and
together and present them to the • out. There will be .something for singers. Their numbers are something you might expect to see
'lbe Central Washington Univer- public as a choir.
· everybody at their future . perfor- -choreographed and tightly worked nowhere else.
The Swingers will be performing
slty Singers 1recently toured
With such talented accompanists 1 mances. So bring anybody who out to cmµplement their PoP style:
Washington and Canada on a four as Allan Fuller and Marilyn Peifer might you might think could raise Their presence as a group surely May 31 at a concert in Hertz Hall at
day barrage of concerts. 1.would on piano and Eileen Mahon on cello .' their musical and spirtual level of commands response because they 8:00 p.m. and then will perform
, are into it from the beginning as from 11 :00 to 12:00 for casino night
like to offer some history and the music bas a full sound. Ed awareness.
future events regarding this group. Hurd, a fine vocalist as well as
· they parade through their selOO-: which will be held later that evenThe singers are under the direc- keyboardist, has accompanied
The Singers perform many dif- tions. Their costumes are nothing ing in the SUB Ballroom.
tion of E. Gordon Leavitt who is a and/or soloed with many groups on , ferent modes of music such as .,____,,,....._._"-'"__....,_.._....,_.._..,..___,,~_..,.....--.n....--0...--0...-.....,.._~
. graduate of Central Washiri.gton · and off campus.
Charles Ives, J.S. Bach, IgorUniversity and bas taught here for
Sam Berger, a guest conductor · Stravinsky, Haydn, and an arrang15 years.
and choir. member, injects vigor ment by CWU's long timer Robert
Leavitt eonducts the - choir in into the group with his energetic Panerio. Leavitt chooses tunes
that are not only timeless, but will
such a manner that one can derive and enthu8iastic attitude.
what feeling he·wants by the emo-_ Soloists in the group include Ed also round out all the members of
tion created with his face and · Hurd, Linda Wall, Ted Eudy, Lyn the choir so that they will have the
hands. _LeaVitt has accompanied Smith, Ken Olsen, Bruce Weber, experience of singing music of difwhat he has talked about all term . and Robbie Boscote. .They are a ferent eras in history. The music
. with gestures, so when the con- credit to any group th~y might per- performed is .performed from all
certs come up, he uses only form with~
over· the world and encompassess
the -Latin, German, and English
descriptive silence ·to guide the
The Central· Singers will be in- languages. ' ·
.
choir. This is especially noticeable
from the audiences' vantage point concert on June 3rd with the Sym. Let me mention another fine
..-as one Can see that -whatever phony Orchestra in - Hertz . group that is sometimes confuSed
gesttJre Leavitt emits, the choir Auditorium and will be followed by with the Central Singers but are as
adheres to. You can read the true ·_ a .perfonnance June 17 and 18 at. different as night and day. The
·~entral Swingers, under the direc- ·
.desire in his face and the acti~n to ihe Wayne Hertz Music Festival.
T~ reiterate, there is virtually no tion of Barbara Brununett, are a
· perform the pieces with the loving
by Rick Capeloto

-

Central's. undergraduate and -the ·strengths of CWU programs in
graduate programs received a _ special education, school adclean bill of health this month; as ministration, reading specialists
its total instruCtlonal program was and counseling.
approved by the National Council
The · final report culminated a
for Accreditation · of Teacher tw~year reporting and review proEducation.
.
cess, by CWU .departments and a
President Garrity ·has received 13-member accreditation team ·
notice that the Council at its March that visited the Ellensburg campus
meeting voted to reaccredlt for the' last October.
normal seven-year period all
·The University was also informUniversity programs for the · ed recently of its regional reacpreparation of teachers, school creditation. · by the Northwest
librarians, reading and media Association of Schools and Col-Specialists, principals, guidance leges team, which also visited the
counselors
. and
school campus last fall.
psychologists.
Dr. Jim Applegate, dean of
The written report submitted to CWU's school of professional
Centr81 by Lyn Gubser, NCAT~ studies, which includes all teacher
director, gave special attention to education programs, noted that
.

~- r ...

.

both the national and regional
groups evaluated not only '
Central's instructional ·programs,
but also professors' teaching conditions and workloads, and quality
control of off-campus programs
and library holdings.

The Crier receives a great many
newspapers from other collages
and high-schools around the state.
You are welcome to come and read
~em anytime the office is open.
the Editor

'

Valentine for
. ..... Ellensburg
.,..,

Bleacher seating will be provid- sity jazz ensemble by John
Central Washingwn University
is going to deliver a giant-size ed so passerbys can relax and en- Moawad.
Student actors, mimes, jugglers,
. valentine to the Ellensburg com- joy the free open-air perforunicyclists and clowns from the
munity May 3, with a day-long mances, he said.
' The ' showbill for Saturday's CWU Drama Department will add
. festival of performing arts called
festival,
which will continue until theatrical variety to the program.
"We Love You, Ellensburg~"
''The student perfo111l8Jlces are 3:45 p.m., includes appearances by Individual performers from
our way of showing the CWU Symphony Band, under the CWU's weekly coffee house forum,
University's appreciation for our baton of CWU Music J;>rofessor Papa John's, are also schedllled,
host community's support during Steve Allen; the University or- as well as a display of student art ·
our first 89 years in Ellensburg," chestra·conducted by Eric Roth; a work downtown.
$how
choir,
the
Central
Swingers,
said _gwtJ Director of University
Relations and Development directed and ch()reQgraphed by
Barbara~Brummett; and a UniverLawrence Lium.
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WORRIED SERVANTS - The nurse (Sarah
Thompson/ and the tutor (Charles Abernathy)
discuss an overheard plan to banish their
mistress Medea.

/

Medea
The dramatic tale of the
sorceress Medea and the evil she
wreaks will unfold on the .
Threepenny Playhouse stage at
Central Washington University,
according to director Betty Evans.
CWU Drama Professor Evans .
has adapted Euripides' Medea to;
minimize the classical allusions
our generation is not familiar with,
she said.
Produced without an intermission, the hour and half play .is not
considered by Evans to be a true
Greek tragedy because Medea is
not motivated by her husband's rejection. It is her hwniliation at the
handS of Jason that produces her
evil scheme to destroy her rival by
employing her dark magic and
sending her two sons on a mission
of evil.
, The production will start at 8:00
p.m.· in Threepenny Playhouse on·
April 23. There will be an evening
performance through April 26. Admission for students is
$1.5o;...general admission is $3.00.
The public is, of course, invited to
attend.

MERCY - Medea (Kit Pratz) begs for mercy for herself and her sons from Creon (Brian Thompson) the King ·of Corinth.

1

'

FATHER AND SONS - Jason (Chris Reinertsen) speaks with his
·sons (Steven Marx and Renee Pratz) about their fate and that of
their mothers.

photos by ed dardis

OH GREAT SPIRIT :.,._ The women.of Corinth ask for heip from the Gods as their concern grows
over Medea's state of mind. Right to left, they are: Michele Weir, Andrea Alto and Joan Ellering.

.

April 24, 1980
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Brooks leads
Cats

I
-1980 .
lI Football schedule

~

1

1

over Vikings

~

I
I Sept. 20
I Sept. 27

by Tye Cobb
f

Danny Brooks blasted two
homeruns as Central Washington
University erupted for 20 bits and
.:leveled Western Washington 17-1
Friday in Evergreen Conference
baseball action.
The victory put .Central's league
'--record to M.
·
·
Brooks, a senior from Chehalis,
hit a two-run homer In the second
amtng and added a solo blast in
Central's nine-Diil sixth-Inning im·
mediately following a three-run
homer by senior Jeffy Dilley.
" Brent Stevens went the distance
on the mound for the Wildcats,
scattering five hits. The junior
tJtruck out eight and walked seven.
Robby Taylor had four bits for
Central while Brooks and Top- penish freshman Dave Gettman
•4ad · three hits and three RBI's
apiece.
111 the decidilig sixth inning, the
JVildcats loaded· the bases on
singles by Brooks, Steve Kit·
tereiser and Mike Donnan. A
single by Gettman scored two runs
..uid Taylor lined in another.
A walk and a single by Greg
Fugate loaded the bases again, and
a wild pitch allowed another run.
'1mey and Brooks then powered
their back-to-back homers to finish
the scoring for the inning.
._ The Wildcats are now 10-9 on the
season.

f Oct.4

I Oct.11
I Oct. is
I Oct. 25
I
I Nov.I ·
I Nov.8 .

I Nov.15

1:30pm
lpm

at Linfield College
Simon Fraser Un.

lpm
lpm
lpm
lpm

Pacific Lutheran Un.
at Whitworth College
Oregon Tech*
at Eastern Oregon St. Col.•

at .W estern Washinton Un.•
lpm
at Southern Oregon St. Col. *lpm
Oregon College of Education*

I

Evergreen Conference Games

L----------------~----~

MILLS
SADDLE

The Wildcat's track team is
scheduled for only one home meet
this spring because the track here
needs re-working. A new surface is
being installedd, ~d workers have
to wait for warmer weather to
finish it.
The meet is a women's meet with
Whitworth, to be held on April 26 at
Ellensburg High School. But the
whole team won't be there. Coach
Jan Boyungs said she will probably
send at least four runners to the
Seattle Relays that day.
Alice Pleasant, Laura Jones,
Sheri McCormick and Merrily
Boast will be going to that meet in 1
Seattle, competing in relays as
well as sprint events.
Men's coach Spike Arlt cancelled . '·
three meets- during April, and is .
busy trying to find replacements.

434 Nortb Sprague

.

EUensbu~g

New football

Central W~gton University Brand · and Dan Brooks had two
continued to carry the hot bats, hits for Central. Brooks also drove
pounding out 24 hits in a two-game in two runs.
sweep of Western Washington
The Wildcats also got a fine pitSaturday. The Wildcats won the ,ching performance in the nightcap
first game 13-3 and the nightcap from sophomore Jon Granberg,
8-2.
·who limited Western to four hits.
The Wildcats also beat Western Gr,anberg struck out two and didn't
17-1 and stand &-0 in Evergreen Con- walk a batter. Both of the Vikings'
ference play.
runs in the sixth were earned on
In the early game, the Cats miscues.
scored four runs in the second and
The Cats scored in bunches,
six in the third to jwnp out to a 10-3 picking up five in the first and
lead, and pitcher Earl Azeltine three in the sixth. Meinhold and
breezed the rest of the way.
Mark Swofford got key singles in
Azeltine allowed just six hits and the early going, with Joe Fiest
only wJllked two in seven innings.
delivering the big two-run blow in
Freshmart. Dave Gettman led the·sixth inning.
Central's 15-attack with two hits
For the next game, the Cats
and three RBI's, including a two- travel to Eastern Oregon next
run homerun in the Wildcats' six- weekend in LaGrande. This series
run third inning.
cquld decide the EVCO Conference ·
Matt Meinhold; Selah's Bernie Qwnpionship.

'N

TOGS
"Our business

is

going places"

play~rs ,

Phone92s-6%1

R esistol & Bailey
Straw Hats
-fro1n 16 95 tO '24 95
PL US: A new shipment
of felt hats!
We can restyle and reshape felt hats.

4th & Main 962-2312

~«Q\~·ibic.~~~~~c.Oi<.Qlc.~~-c<::~.,.q,~~~~~~'MQl~Q"k.~~~'KQMQ>r.Q>t.~

.

·~~~~~~~ !:~~~~bm -i§· Ever~ . Sun<Lly ~~~-~93!h
spa Qhe tt. D.• n n er
t
football players next fall.

• Wide receiver/free safety Kevin
Hanis, and quarter back/safety
Kurt. Criscione played at'Califor.nia's Ventura Community College
last year. Criscione, &-0, 185, was
an all-state player at Evergreen

three games for Ventura after it
switched to a wishbone, and'helped
to win all three contests. Hanis, 6-1,
185, played at Hazen' High School.
The third man, center/linebacker
Bruce Walker, 6-1, 225, played at

.Explorer
Search ·wi1i~e
d
an

· showing

a SLIDE PRESENTATION
for people who
:ire. i!lt~rested
ID ]OIDing or
just want_to find out what we .

Rescuea::~t.
We need your support/
Thank you
·

I

l

SUB Pit ,

April 24 7: 30-8: 00 PM
Ellensburg Public ·Library
April 2_8 7 :;J0-8:00 PM

-=--------------.----·

I

§

§

with· tossed salad & french bread

§

.

eat
.

·§

The

$2. 00

is coming!
~~

H~~WAYGl~lll·
& Galaxy Room
,----Students
GET
ACQUAIN1~D
· with our
c·o mplete menu
Galaxy .Room Special!
"All American Roundup"
PRIME STEAK WITH SALAD
Lo.! AND STEAK·. FRIES _ _ _ ____,
Served every night

_ Absolutely No Substitutions
[exc,~pt Sunday] from 9 PM to midnight

4 31ocks W. of
Un .versify U .S.
.Hv. y. 10
ot Jct. of U.S.
Hw~-. 97
Ellen:- burg

-Restaurant
962-9977
·Galaxy Room
962-9908
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1980-81 financial aid

Artists exhibit in Seattle

1986-81 Financial Aid applications are still available in the Office of
Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, Barge 209. Priority filing
date was March 1st. Late applications will be reviewed in the order
they are received and funds will be awarded as long as they are
available. Undergraduate students are required to apply for the
BEOG.

Scholarships available
Two scholarships are still available for 1980-81, one to a Lake Stevens
~gh School graduate and one to a Snohomish H.S. graduate. Applicants must be at least of junior status by Fall, 1980, and majoring in
education. Applications are av~ilable by contacting ADK Scbolarship

Committee, (Mrs. L. Davis, 3925 Smith Ave., Everett, Wa. 98201)

Men & masculinity conference
9n May 10 and 11 the Metrocenter YMCA in Seattle will be holding the
Second Northwest Reg~onal Conference on Men and Masculinity. The
conference will be held in the North Seattle Community College. Cost is
$10 for the general public and $8.00 for students and low-income persons.
The conference will contain workshops, displays and entertainment on
the changing role of men. Workshop· topics include: men and divorce
issues for the two career family, men against rape, male health and
stress, and what.men should know about women's lib.
_A con~ert by Geof Morgan, a nationally known singer and song writer,
w1lJ b1~ given on the 11th. Both men and women are welcome to attend the
.
confn ence.
For i.n ore information, write: Metrocenter YMCA, 909 Fourth Avenue,
Seattle, .WA 98104, (206) 447-4872.

CRIER staff at
recent beer tasting
·seminar.
Report next
week ...

----------~----------1

TONIGHT: .
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t~14 N. Pine · 962-9B09
t§;~c~,~~~c~=~:•.:.<a•n aBn~.-11-..zun r
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Winner
of Ten
Academy
Awards

CIARKGABLE
VMENLEIGH
LESLIE HOWARD OLIVIAdeHAVILLANDG

~
=~--.:

A SE~?.~!g.~ol~TERNATIONALM~!?,TURE. VICTcfirFt'EMING. sioN"E°Y'.ici'wARO
METRO GOLDWYN· MAYER INC. M••SflON[A ·STEREOPHONIC SOUND ·METROCOLOR

April 24

MGM

SUB Theatre

3:00 & 1 ·: 00 p.m.

MEN & WOMEN
925-Hair
707 N. Main,
Ellensbu·rg, Wash

EADHUNTER
HAIR CARE STUDIO

Haircut Prices starting .

$"(2. oo & up

Adinission 8 1.50

Coming Attraction:·

ALIEN

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-..ii.. _ _ _ _ _ _

Includes ·
Shampoo/C9ndition
Cut & .· B/o'N ·Dry

•
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Outdoor Programs presents:

Parents' Anonymous, a national organization for parents who "lose
their cool" with their kids, has been formed in Ellensburg.
A Parents' Anonymous meeting allows parents to talk about their relationships with their children and learn ways to vent anger not hannful to
family relationships.
Attendance at meetings and association with Parents' Anonymous is
strictly confidential ·and only first names are used.
For information on meetings, call Myra at 925-5774 or Michael at
962-2273 or 963-2501.

Career planning & placement news

· Anthro club to host lecture

The Anthropology Club wishes to cordially invite the public to attend a
lecture given by Dr. Eugene Hunt of the University of Washington. Dr.
SCHOOL DISTRICTS ON CAMPUS: The following schools will have Hunt is an ethnobotanist and he'll be speaking at the public library Frirepresentatives at the Career Plannirig & Placement Center to interview· day, April 25, at 7: 30 p.m. Don't let the title ethnobotanist scare you
interested candidates. Sign-up schedules are posted one week, to the day, away. Be there-for an interesting lecture.
·
before the arrival of the interviewers on campus.
Port Angeles School District
April 24
April 24
Kent School District
Renton School District ~ MeChA is a student organization which is in the process of planning
April 25
·
tur
April 22-24
Peace Corps/Vista, Seattle their
cul al, educational and social activities. This quarter, MEChA is
First National Bank of Oregon involved in a cultural week which is being held May 12-18. This event will
April 24
May l ·
Evergreen_School Dist., Vancouver, Wash. be filled with cultural entertainment which will benefit the community
Shoreline School Dist., Seattle, Wash. and campus.
May8
Meetings are open to everyone. Tuesdays at 4 p.m. in SUB Room 214.
Lake Stevens School Dist., Lake Stevens, Wash.
May13
Aberdeen School Dist., Aberdeen, Wash. The remaining meetings for this quarter are April 29, May 6, 13, 27 and
June 3.
May 19
Northshore School Dist., Bothell, Wash.
Join us at our next regular meeting, April 29.
For more information, contact Celia at 92>6724.
LAKE WASIUNGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT·
Teacher candidates, qualified to teach Fall 1980, may schedule interviews at the Lake Washington Administration Office on the following
dates: April 26, May, 3, May .to and May 17.
To arrange an interview, please write to Charla Cross, Lake
~orsehoe
Washington School District Administration Office, 10903 NE 53rd,
Kirkland, Washington 98033.

MEChA

Flying

• The following organizations will have representitives •>n campus on
the following dates:
May 7-9
U.S. Marine Corps
· (sign-up not necessary)
• May9
K-Mart Apparel, Fed1.!ral Way, Wasn.

•

The Saltwater Ocean Trip to Fort Columbia. Beach COmbers unite!
Join 15 Pacific Lutheran students on April 25-27 at Fort Columbia for two
nights of exploring, hiking and fun! The cost will be $20.00 which includes
transportation and two nights lodging at the youth hostel located at Fort
Columbia. Participants will need to bring their own sleeping bag, food
and warm clothing- it still is brisk at night, dress accordingly. We will
leave Friday, April 25 at 3:00 p.m. and return Sunday, April 27 at approx. tel 6·00
E
.
1
b t
. limited
una y : P·~· . very~ne ~ we come, u space IS
•
•
Pre-registration IS reqwred m the SUB games room. Hurry and Sign
up, limited spots available! For more information, call 963-3512.

Attn: Geography, Environmental Studies and Land Studies Majors.
The WICHE Intern program is currently seeking students interested
in relocating to Anchorage, Alaska for 12 weeks, starting in May or
June. For more information, contact the Co-op/Intern office, 963-2404,
Barge 307. These positions are for graduate students.

•

Job search workshop
The Career Planning and Placement Center will present the following
workshops. June graduates and grad students are encouraged to attend. Each workshop is in three sessions:
Arts/Science Job Search Workshops:
April 29-30, May 1 * 3-4pm * Shaw-Smyser 112
May 13, 14, 15 * 4-5pm •Black Hall 109

LIBERTY Theatre

Interviews

Flying Horsehoe Ranch will be interviewing persons for jobs this sunr
mer on April 29. Jobs include water-safety personnel, maintenance personnel, counsellors and wranglers. See Job Placement Center for place of
interview.
.

Internships for graduate students
The Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) is now accepting applications to their Sununer Internship Program for Graduate Students.
Graduate Students who will be enrolled in the fall of 1980 and who have·
completed one year of l;'elevant graduate training by June 1980 are eligible
to apply.
For further information, contact the Energy Studies Center in Barge.
Hall 401between8:00and10:30 a.m. or call 963-3082 or 963-3353.

925·9511

Yesterday's a beautfful memory. ·
Today is the rest of your life.

For Sale - 1971 Kawasaki 250 with
"rotary valve." Tires are in very
good condition and bike is in good
mechanical condition. Will consider
trade/boot for l 75cc dirt machine
that is street legal. 925·2855 after 5.
Versatile female vocalist, · new to
area, looking for work with area
bands. Will auditon anytime.
Experienced-have my own Pevey
equipment. Contact C.R. Woodall at
CWU media library afternoons 3 to
5.

Wa!1ted : 1 Used bike, reasonable,
pre1er gir s 10 speed. Cathy at
9 26.3 634

___
· _ _ _ _ _ _ __
For Sale - 1966 Ford Galaxy 500.
Good Condition. $600 or best offer.
5 3 963 5060
o) • ·

<

.

~---------~

Books for Sale - Typewriting III,
Shorthand III, Reprographics and
Report ·Writing. Call Lwanga at
962-2404 evenings and weekends.
Bicycles Repaired - Fast, efficient,
reasonable.- No job too small. Kelly
and Rick. 963·1300.

For Sale - Universal tow-bar for
automobiles. Used for about 10 miles
total. Very new condition. Phone
925-2856 after 5.

~~!~~aw~ ~EJe:ii~;a?ta::,
Placements since 1946. Southwest
Teacher's Agency, P.O. Box 4337,
Albequerque, New Mexico 87196.

925-9660.

There will be a Circle K meeting Monday, April 28 at 6:00 p.m. in the
SUB, Room 204. A nursing home visit will immediately follow. All those
interested in joining are invited to attend.

SHOWS 7:00 & 9:30

CONDO Rentals
Menehune Shores
,
Kikei, Maui, Hawaii
Luxury Two Bedroom - Two Bath
. *Located1>:~he Beach*
Heidi Persson 963-2704
Starvin Art' t
G tf
to
g
is . . . rea or cus m
posters, cards, advertising and personal collecting. 925·3967.

Studio Apartment with loft. $126, no
pets. Special discount for art major.

Circle K meeting

:OPEN 6:45

Classified Ads

Jewelry Designs
Wedding Bands
Art of Jewelry
309 North Pearl
925·9560

Kittitas County Camp Fire has openings fro summer camp staff. A nurse,
cook, assistant cook, senior
counsellors, and kitchen aides are
needed. For further information, contact Camp Office, 9-12 weekdays.

a::: ROBERTS
~

IN & OUT

Try

the -

BIGGEST BURGER
in Town
Hick Sasaki
925-4175
'Tear after year. semester
I after semester, the
Collej.!c'.\1astcr· from
Fidelity Union Life has
IY~-en the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all m·er America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidetin· Union
CollegeMaster·
fj Field Associate
ll in your area;

H
TI
N

The

VILl.AGE

~~•
·. ~
CDllcgei\11c.btcr'

~~

The Ellen Drive..Jn Theatre
will be open Fri.,Sat.,& Sun.
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Student
dies of
apparent
overdose
On Wednesday, April 16, at noon,

CWU student Kristine Marie Ward,
21, was found dead in her room.
The time of death was set at late,
Monday, April 14, but cannot be
determined exacily until an autopsy report is received by the University.
Miss Ward was the daughter of
Ron and Louise Ward· of Tacoma.
According to the University Police
report, Dr. Lundy, who investigated the death and in whose
care \\Tard had been for approximately one year, stated that Ward
had suffered an apparent overdose
of drugs. Three different types of
pill-bottles were found near the
victim and were designated "anticonvulsion" drugs by Dr. Lundy.
Ward had also recently been under
care of a Tacoma physician.
Dr. Lundy stated on the investigating officer's report that
Ward had been subject to periodic
s·~n~re depression and had attempk d :'l(cide last year.
Tt'.E: police report continues that
one ot Ward's friends has become
worri ~ti about her after not seeing
her in classes or around the dorm.
After seeking advise from Dr.
Mc~nelly of the Counseling Center,
the friend aquired a key and found
Ward in her room.
Ward has last been seen by a
friend on Monday, April 14. She
had talked of suicide then, and
stated that if she did take her life,
it would be with an overdose of
medication. Her conversation had
brightened though and she complained to the friend of an out-of0

order telephone. The official police
report states that during prior
suicide attempts, Ward had always
phoned someone.
Dr. Lundy, the Campus Health
Center, Dr. Mclnelly, the Counseling Center, and officer Baker of the
University police investigated the
death. Tom Haven and David Gorrie of the Coroner's office also in- ,
vestigated.

News

Editor-in-Chief

the Library

Lawrence Breer
Managing Editor

Steve Wesman
News Editor

A selected list of new titles from the Central Library. On
the new book shelf, Room 203, April 22-28, 1980.
Fiction

Sheila Countryman
Feature Editor

Heidi Persson
Opinion Editor

*David Madden. Pleasure-Dome, A novel. 1979.
•John Updike. Problems and other stories. 1979.
*Charlotte Bronte. Shirley. 1979:
•Andrew Greeley. Magic Cup, an Irish Legend. 1979.

Steve Wesman
Religion Editor

Karen White
Entertainment Editor

Lansing,Mich. (AP)

f~om

Craig Troianello

Police say they arrested three
naked women smeared with
mustard inside a stolen delivery
truck.
The women· arrested were to be
charged with truck theft, said Sgt.
John Draganchuk.
Officers had been summoned to
a home in Lansing Township after
neighbors complained about three
naked women outside the dwelling.
Police spotted a- United Parcel
Service truck cruising away from
the address with a uniformed
deliveryman running after it.
Officers stopped the truck and
found the women inside, their
bodies smeared with mustard, he
said.
"It was regular old mustard like
you put on food," said Draganchuk. He said he had "absolutely
no idea:' why the women were naked or why they were smeared with
mustard. .
"The officers attempted to speak
with them and were told that they
planned to steal the truck,'' he
said. "We've only been able to
determine that it was done on a
lark."
"We believe they locked
themselves out of the house, but
th~y aren't talking about that part
of it so we really can't tell," he
said.
D

Business Manager

Nonfiction

Tamara McTee
Adverti~ing

Manager

Eric Allais
Production Staff

Jeanne Erickson
Carla Glanzman.
Paul Dexter
Kathy Klein
PMT Operators

Steve Noble
George May
Production Manager

Pat Reed
Staff Photographers

George May
Damian Schwarz
Edward Dardis
Steve Noble
Staff Artists

Phil Jones
Rick Hosmer
Circulation Manager

Cynthia Foster
Staff Reporters

•Aaron Antonovsky. Health, Stress, and Coping. 1979.
*Chloe Oholensky.
Russian Empire, a portrait in
photographs. 1979.
*Paul Conrad. Pro and Conrad. (cartoon satire) 1979.
*United States Congress. Office of Technology Assessment. Renewable ocean energy sources. 1979.
*A. Lynn Haight. Soccer coaching guide. 1979.
*James G. Ahert. Ed. Program evaluation at HEW, ·
research versus reality.
*Leon J. Warshaw. Managing stress. 1979.
•Anthony S. Mathews. Darker reaches of government, access to information about public administration in the U.S.,
Britain and South Africa.
*Jules Massenet. Roi De Lahore, the king C)f Lahore, an
opera in three acts and seven scenes. 1977.
*Donald Rodney Justice. Selected poems. 1979.
*Mike Lowery. Masks of the dreamer, poems. 1979.
?"Roger Tory Peterson. Penguins. 1979.
*Torlen L. Wade. Planning and managing rural health
centers. 1979.
*Nicholas Cheremisinoff. Gasohol for em rgy production.
1

Steve Barclift
Karen White
Robby Taylor
Nancy Johnson
Chris Mundahl
Charles Lwanga
Shane Kenison
Rick Capeloto
Megan Sullivan
Faculty Advisor

Professor John Foster

1979.

*George Edward Anderson. Utah photographs of G. E.
Anderson. 1979.
*Albert Levie. Meat handbook. 1979.
*Dudley Biehl. Vegetarianism. a way of life. 1979.
Reference
*New Encyclopaedia Britannica. 1980. 30 volumes.
*Nelson Lichtenstein. Political profiles. 5 volumes.
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WE DELIVER

925-1111

0

925-2222

5:00 P.M.

2:00 . A.M·. DAILY
DO

0

Sa lad Bar I
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Pizza Mia Presents its salad bar with, six or more varieties
of salads plus .,.~1··''
condiments
...................... ···················· ...

.

Lettuce Dazzle You/

....................... ..... •, .... .
·with our salad bar I
~
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SWEEPSTAKES
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Each order slip will include a Pizzo Mio Sweepstakes number.
Every number will be different.
This Sweepstakes number is your personalized key to ot least
fifteen 11 SI CASH prizes ond over three thousand 13,0001 food
prizes! Worth over $10,000.
A minimum of twenty 1201 winning numbers will appear in the
Campus Crier eoc:h ;,sue. These numbers ore drown from the pre·
vious week ·s ordE'fs arid entries .
Prizes consist of $100 .00, $50 .00, $25 .00, all size pizzas ond all
· size grinders.

0

Gallons To Go

Heidelberg

If all numerals of o publi shed winning Sweepstakes number
exactly match your personal number from the order slip, you ore
a winner of a prize.
Here is how you d'lim your Sweepstakes prize: Bring your order
slip to Pizzo Mio to be confirmed. Drow from the Sweepstakes bowl
and redeem your prize.

0

(bring your own jug)

If unohle 10 claim in perscn, send your winning order slip to P_izza
Mio , 801 Euclid Woy, E:l:ensburg, Washington 98926 . Be sure to
include your name and full moiling address so that your Sweep·
stokes prize may be mo!led to you without delay.
No purchase neces~ory to participate. Anyone wishing . to porti·
cipote may send o self-addressed , stomped envelope to Pizzo Mio.
A personol number will be sent to that person .~Y return mrnl with·
out charge. Deadl ine for .. number requests . will _be five days
prior to upcoming issue series so that participant 1s .reosonobly
sure of re ceiving his number in time for the new series starting.
I ;m1t one free number per family.

WE DELIVER!
5 to 2 Daily

Winning numbers will be posted at Pizzo Mio following each issue
pubitcot ion .
All Sweepstakes wi_nning nwmbers not claimed by ten days will
be automatically forfeited.
The Pizzo Mio sholl no! be responsible for claims or requests for
numbers which cio not arrive on time ot proper designation; nor
sholl 11 be responsible for typogrophicol errors which moy inod·
vertently appear.
Employees of Pizzo Mio and their immediate families ore excluded
from participation in this contest.
D

D

0

170102
170080
170158
170162
170196
170217
170210
193681
19361&
193700
19245'
193551
190833
190857
193597
190849
193592
19084%
190953
190852
190935
193733
190806
193526
193501

Scott
Lisa
Reggie
Carol
Tammy
Chris
Theo ·
Ed
Brian
Rich
Steve
Rich
Sharon
Trish
Brian
Chris
Mariel
Johll
Lyle

Jan
Chris
Barb
Sunshllle
Denise
Peter

